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THE BUSINESS SCHOOL 

‘Welcome to the University of Chichester Business School’s 
Research and Education Newsletter.  This has been quite an 
exciting time in the Business School as we face quite a lot of 
change and a few challenges. 
 
It was fantastic to recognise the achievements of our first 
BSC Hons in Business Studies graduates from the Day       
Release Degree programme at the Graduation Ceremony     
in October.  This has been a fantastic programme that has 
been supported by local businesses.  It is franchised by two 
Further Education colleges, Peter Symonds in Winchester 
and Woking and Bracknell.  Three other FE colleges are    
currently evaluating it for delivery in other parts of the UK.  
It is also forming the basis of another exciting development, 
the launch of Degree Apprenticeships.   
 
In September, the Business School launched a BSc Hons in 
Digital and Technology Solutions (Software Engineer) as a 
Degree Apprenticeship.  20 students have started the       
programme and are employees from 8 companies across    
the region.  They are in full-time employment and attend  
the university on a day release basis and their fees are paid 
by the government and the business.  We will be launching   
a further DA route in January in Management.  We expect 
these to become increasingly attractive to both businesses 
and students with the introduction of the Apprenticeship 
Levy in May 2017. 

Some of you may have seen that building works have     
started for the new Engineering and Digital Technologies 
Park  following receipt of planning permission in July with         
additional funding from HEFCE.  Some of this funding will    
be used to support extensive Outreach activity to broaden 
the appeal of STEM subjects to young people in the region. 
 
On the research side, we are waiting on the outcome of bids 
for funding to support a range of initiatives.  Some of this is 
EU based funding and is temporarily held pending post    
Brexit decisions. A very interesting proposal is focused on 
improving the cost and quality of delivering care through   
the application of innovative technology and practice; watch 
this space!   
 
This demonstrates the increasing diversity with which the 
Business School is working with both our students and     
employers.  We are constantly striving to be innovative     
and proactive in the way in which we teach and the way       
in which we support the growth of the regional economy.  

A foreword from Professor Dave Cooper, 
Acting Head of the Business School  
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In August this year Dr Dawn Robins was selected to join a group of researchers in Mianyang China to discuss the problems of 
wind turbines in cold climates. In cold weather conditions, ice formation on wind turbine blades can reduce power generation 
efficiency by as much as 20%. Over the next few years, vast amounts of investment will be made in wind energy technologies  
in China. Therefore, it is a critical time to develop novel solutions to address the issues of operating wind turbines in cold     
environments. Dawn has previously worked on supply chains in the wind industry and could offer an insight from this             
perspective.  
 
This workshop supported economic development and social welfare by providing an opportunity for researchers to dissemi-
nate technology innovations, trends in research and development, and share knowledge on the lessons learnt regarding the 
operation of wind turbine technologies in cold conditions in China, the UK and elsewhere. This workshop also fostered the  
development of an interdisciplinary network of leading and early-career researchers who share a passion for tacking the global 
challenges regarding renewable energy technologies. 
 
The workshop took place over 3 days at the China Aerodynamic Research and Development Centre (CARDC) and was led by 
Kingston University in the UK, together with the CARDC, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics (NUAA) and    
Shantou University. Relevant stakeholders and potential users include Goldwind Science & Technology Ltd and Zhejiang 
Windey Ltd. 
 
The workshop was for around 50 researchers to get together and discuss the topic, networking and developing bids for future 
projects, as well as an exchange of academic knowledge. 
 
It was also an opportunity to catch some Chinese culture and Pandas…….. 

China Visit 
Research visit on green energy in cold climates 
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Dr Rob Warwick on critical action learning 

Over the last few months the subject of Critical Action Learning (CAL) has been occupying my 
thoughts. In short this is the application of action learning, a facilitated group coaching process, 
to affect and improve the wider organisation.  
Over the last few years we have been working with the local NHS trust using action learning to 
enable managers and medical consultants to work on projects that will benefit the organisation. 
This has resulted in considerable empirical evidence of the impact action learning has. Janet 
McCray from Social Policy, Adam Palmer from Winchester University and I have been using this 
material to engage in the CAL debate, an area that has to date been largely theoretical.  
Before the summer break I attended the British Sociological Association’s inaugural conference 
on the work of Pierre Bourdieu where I presented a paper on the opportunities for mutual    
enrichment between the theory of Bourdieu and empirical evidence that we have been deriving 
from action learning. In summary action learning has a powerful impact on participants in being 
able to discuss long held patterns of behaviour that go unnoticed, what Bourdieu would refer   
to as habitus. 
This was followed in the autumn when Janet, Adam and I, along with Ph.D. students Paul       
Temple and Tom Thompson, attended the British Academy of Management conference in    
Newcastle. Here we presented a number of papers including another one on CAL this time    
taking a more longitudinal approach with a further round of interviews conducted by Tom.     
We are currently working on feedback to develop a full paper. 
Rob Warwick 
 

Those of you who want to hear more about this please book a place on 

the Critical Action Learning Seminar to be held at the Business School     

on 5 December. 

Dr Dave Cooper looks on at the commencement of site works   
for the new Bognor Regis Campus developments 
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In response to the call for educational establishments to become more business oriented in their         
workplace practices, the Institute of Education has launched its new Postgraduate Certificate in               
Professional Practice for School Business Managers.  Specifically tailored to respond to the workplace    
and career development needs of School Business Managers (SBM), this course reflects the increasing 
prominence which SBMs typically have in the life of a school, academy or further education establishment, 
where their decisions have impact on the student learning experience and they play a significant part in 
ensuring other roles within the educational setting remain both viable and attractive.  As a leading         
University in this field, the Institute is now supporting SBMs to gain an understanding of how to best     
utilise evidence based practice in order to actively respond to the contemporary and changing nature of 
their role.   

 
Historically the SBM role, often under the guise of a Bursar title, has taken a financial focus.  But whilst 
finance is important, the role is one which is now variously argued to additionally require the skills of    
human resource management, marketing, health and safety, site and premises, and information and   
communications technology.  Little surprise, perhaps, that Brisco, writing in The Manager, has described 
the SBM role as offering a 'pot pourri of duties incorporating a rich assortment of challenges'.   
The Institute of Education offers in the new course an opportunity for SBMs  and those interested in       
the role, not only the chance to polish existing skills but to develop new ones which will benefit both 
themselves and the educational establishment in which they work. 

 
The course offers flexible provision with up to ten face-to-face sessions; including a 7 month programme 
for November 2016 starters and a 12 month programme for February 2017 starters.  The programme is 
based at the University's Bognor Regis campus with off site provision available subject to sufficient         
enrolments.  In order to inform and enhance delivery of their professional role and thus the contribution 
made to school, academy or further education institution performance, the module prepares SBMs to 
learn at a postgraduate level by supporting them to undertake and critique the context and practices    
with which they have involvement; to examine the usefulness of theoretical models to successful delivery 
of their role; and to develop familiarity with undertaking research related to the SBM responsibilities.   

 
The core elements of this module are delivered using a seminar format which makes use of a wide range 
of learning methods including small group and paired work, discussions, tutor input, case studies, video 
material and independent study tasks.  Seminar sessions are tailored to the needs of the cohort whilst 
retaining a focus on the attainment of the module aims.  There are no exams but, instead, assessment       
is largely project based, emphasising the intention that the module will actively respond to the               
contemporary and changing nature of the SBM role and the requirements of the individual post holder 
and the educational establishment in which they work.   

 
The Certificate's team is coordinated by the Institute's Senior Lecturer in Leadership and Management,    
Dr Hazel Beadle, herself a former Local Authority Head of Human Resources, and currently a part time 
management consultant within the public sector as well as a researcher within the field of information  
and communications technology.  Dr Beadle’s work, which spans both the education and business fields 
with the intention that each might be supported to learn from the other, has been recognised both in    
the UK and internationally.   

 
On completion of the Postgraduate Certificate in Professional Practice for School Business Managers     
successful students are awarded worth 60 Level 7 Masters credits.  This equates to one third of a Masters 
degree should the student wish to continue their studies but, likewise, is standalone qualification.    
Students are also encouraged to contribute to the wider development of the SBM role as a publishing 
house has expressed their interest in working with the Institute on a potential publication and there will  
be an opportunity to contribute to this if they wish to do so.  

Enquiries are welcome at Medu@chi.ac.uk (telephone 01243 812045/812141). 

New postgraduate programme 
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William Davies, is a kart driver and team owner alongside being a student here at the University of Chichester   
Business School studying Business and Marketing, was interviewed by the Editor to find out more about him        
and this growing sport. 
 
 

Editor: So what got you into motorsport? 
Will: I am a lifelong fan. Since watching Formula One from a young age I knew I’d like to race myself but   
never had the chance. Then one Father’s Day my dad asked if I wanted to go indoor karting for a laugh. I was 
hooked from then on. A year or two later we bought my first kart and went from there. We were complete 
newbies to the sport and didn’t have a clue, things have definitely changed from there on. 
 
Editor: How often do you race and how much time does it take up? 
Will: There’s a bit of saying in the racing that it’s not a sport it’s a lifestyle and I suppose that’s true for any 
sport to be honest but especially motorsport. There is a lot of behind the scenes work. A lot of people see me 
race once or twice a month and think that’s all I have to do. They don’t always realise the preparation work 
that goes on in the background leading up to races and the physical recovery it can take for the body after a 
long race weekend.  
 
Editor: So why choose a Business course instead of going into Engineering? 
Will: After Sixth Form I did actually go into an engineering apprenticeship but after a year I decided it wasn’t 
for me. In that time as well my race team, Fox Davies Motorsport, also started up and it took up more and 
more of my time. Deciding I wanted to try and make it my life I then chose to switch to a business course    
along with marketing which I have always had an interest in. I’ve never looked back since then to be honest,  
my racing has been the best it has ever been and my team is slowly but surely becoming more known at kart 
meetings. 
 
Editor: Has the University helped with your sport at all? 
Will: If it wasn’t for the University getting behind what I am passionate about I honestly don’t feel that I 
would have been   racing this year. Karting, like any form of motorsport, costs a lot. To the point it is getting 
trickier for more people to get into motorsport which is a great shame. But with the University sponsoring me 
this year it has kept me racing at the front of the grid fighting for wins which I am extremely grateful for! 
 
Editor: What is the cost of karting then?  
Will: Put simply, a lot. Of course everyone has their own budget to race on and you race what you can afford 
but normally the more money you put into it the higher up you’ll be. You can afford the better equipment and 
in karting sometimes you have to be prepared to pay out for that extra tenth of a second. 
 
Editor: So sponsorship has helped? 
Will: Most definitely. As I said before without it I wouldn’t be racing in my case. Not as competitively as I 
would want to be anyway. I don’t think sponsors always realise how much their support helps either. I was 
sponsored by Guy Salmon Land Rover Portsmouth in 2014 with tyres for the kart and I feel I finished a lot   
higher in the championship because of it due to being able to put my money into making sure engines were 
performing to the maximum.  Because of the University of Chichester’s support this year I am currently second 
in my club championship and still within a shot of the win. It is a long shot due to a  torrid beginning of the   
season but it’s never over till the end of the final lap of the final race in motorsport!   
 
Editor: What are your future plans for racing? 
Will: As one season closes, not that season really finishes in karting, I am looking forward now to next year. 
Preparation   will start soon for Super One next year which is the national series of karting for the UK. This will 
mean I am racing all around the country next year hopefully fighting for a place in the top 10 drivers in the class 
I race in. It should be a good season,   hopefully again with the University behind me along with a some more 
local businesses backing me who want a great working relationship. 
 
We wish William every success with his racing! 

Interview 
From watching F1 to establishing a karting team 
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Professor Stuart Harmer is Inaugural Head of Engineering & Applied Design at The University of Chichester. 

Stuart has worked at Sussex University, Queen Mary University of London and 

Manchester Metropolitan University as well as spending a couple of years in     

Industry working for SELEX ES. Stuart is founder and director of EMINUS Ltd    

which provides technical consultancy and Security Screening Technologies Ltd 

which has recently been awarded a innovative research grant by the Department 

for Transport.  

Stuart grew up in Portsmouth, attending Havant Sixth-Form College before      

reading Physics with Astrophysics at Sussex University, graduating in 1996. Stuart 

was awarded his DPhil. from Sussex University in 2000 and has since published 

some sixty journal and conference proceedings; filed twenty patents, co-authored 

a book and was elected Fellow of the Institute of Physics in 2013.  

In addition to Engineering, Stuart has academic interests in theoretical physics   

and mathematics and is committed to developing students’ interest in describing 

and understanding the world through the structure of mathematics.    

In his leisure time he is a keen rock climber and stoical follower of Portsmouth 

Football Club. 

Meet  the Team 
This issue we meet new member Professor Stuart Harmer 

The following events are occurring in the Business Incubation Centre 

 

Business Start Up programme  

FREE business start programme for people with a business idea or people who have just    started their business in Bognor 

Regis and the Arun District. A programme of workshop and peer mentoring to develop your knowledge, skills and confidence 

to help achieve your dreams and ambitions of having your own business. Furth information at chi.ac.uk/hothouse and then 

choose Bognor Regis. 

 

Learning Network 

26th October – The Purple Goldfish with Dr Andy Clegg. Customer service, do the little extras to take care of the customers  

you have and they'll bring you the customers you want. To book in please email thedec@chi.ac.uk  

Wednesday 30th November from 5pm for the joint networking and linking with the student/business Marketing Forum  run by 

Lionel Bunting of the Business School. 

Business Incubation at the 

University of Chichester 

mailto:thedec@chi.ac.uk
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BREXIT 
 The student view by Shohum Dave 

It’s done!!! 
 
On the morning of the 24th of June 2016, the United Kingdom 
voted to leave the European Union. 
 

Out of the strong ’33.6 million (72.2%)’ (Chowdhury H, 2016) 
people who voted in the referendum, (the number of voters 
who turned for the referendum was much higher than the 
2015 general election where ‘66.1%’ of the electorate turned 
out to vote) 17,410,742 (51.9%) voted to leave and 
16,141,241 (48.1%) voted to stay. (BBC News, 2016) The 
difference of 1,269,501 votes sealed our fate outside the  
European Union.  

(Heffer, Mansfield and Millar, 2016) 
 

The impact of this vote, whether big or small, positive or  
negative, will affect British and European citizens for genera-
tions to come. Depending on our negotiations and when we 
decide to trigger Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty, the result 
could affect our lives as early as next year. 
 

The incredible chain reaction this result caused was unlike 
any other seen in British political history. Our Prime Minister, 
David Cameron, resigned, fresh talks of Scottish independ-
ence threatened to break up the United Kingdom and the 
value of the pound fell to all time low raising concerns of a 
recession. (Against the Euro the Pound has hit ‘a six year low’ 
of ‘below €1.10’) (Rodionova, 2016) 
 

As Nigel Farage (the leader of the UK Independence Party 
(UKIP) and lead Brexiter) declared victory through his 
‘independence speech’, it seemed that finally the political 
bloodshed and assassinations, which had ensued by both the 
Remain and Leave camps, had finally come to an end.  
Both campaigns may have been biased at the best of times, 
however democracy had finally had its voice heard.  
 

The Independent reported that a petition signed by more 
than 4.1 million people for a second EU referendum was 
squashed by the government, announcing ‘Brexit means 
Brexit’. 
 

So who exactly will be preparing the process for Britain to 
exit the EU?  
 

Days after the result of the EU referendum, the spotlight 
swiftly moved from Europe to good old UK party politics.  
The conservative party was deeply divided. David Cameron’s 
resignation meant that the party was now in search for a  
unifying leader and also the country in search for its new 
Prime Minister. 
The search for a new party leader was fraught with even 
more nasty politics between the four main contenders 

(Justice Secretary Michael Gove, former Mayor of London 
Boris Johnson, Home Secretary Theresa May, and Energy 
Secretary Andrea Leadsom). After weeks of political back 
stabbing between the candidates and Boris Johnson’s       
abdication for this position, victory for Theresa May was  
ensured, making her the second female Prime Minister in 
British history.  
 

As female prime ministers before her, Mrs May, didn’t    
dawdle in selecting her team for the EU negotiations. She 
appointed Boris Johnson as foreign secretary, which was 
somewhat of a questionable move given his shaky              
relationship with his French counterpart; and made David 
Davis MP the Secretary of State for Exiting the EU.  
 

According to the FT, David Davis will have a tough time 
strategizing plans for negotiating with Europe, as Britain is 
severely lacking in Trade Negotiators and therefore the civil 
service is facing its ‘greatest manpower crisis since the     
Second World War’.  
 

The Civil Service is tasked with ‘replacing the 12,295 EU    
regulations that directly affect the UK’ as we take ‘back  
powers over defence, security, justice, agriculture and      
fisheries’. The trade negotiators would also be tasked with 
agreeing new trade agreements with the EU. 
 

However, before any formal negotiations can take place  
Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty needs to be triggered giving 
the UK a timeline of two years to negotiate with the EU. 
In these two years, EU laws would still apply to the UK but 
we will not be able to weigh into any EU discussions or    
decisions. 
 

Recently at the Conservative Party Conference, Theresa May 
announced that she will be introducing a ‘Great Repeal 
Bill’ (Sims, 2016) into parliament, therefore repealing the 
‘1972 European Communities Act’ which instantly made EU 
law effective in the UK. By repealing this act, the ‘European 
Court of Justice’ will  no longer have jurisdiction in the UK, 
the first legal steps of the UK leaving the EU.   
 

Triggering Article 50 may clear up our path to exit Europe, 
however students and universities are worried about the 
future.  
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Many universities are concerned about research funding 
granted by the EU, however recently the UK government 
announced that ‘that European Commission research grants 
awarded to the UK while it is still a member of the EU will be 
guaranteed by the Treasury’ (Universitiesuk.ac.uk, 2016) 

European students are particularly worried as Brexit is       
unwelcome news to them. ‘Fernando M Galán Palomares, 
the president of the European Students’ Union’ (Times    
Higher Education (THE), 2016) states a number of concerns 
for European students such as  ‘hostile visa regulations and 
decreased access to the Current EU students are anxious 
about the UK’s future outside the EU, and rightly so, the  
Telegraph states that ‘125,000 EU students’ currently study 
and live in the UK. The question on their mind is, ‘what’s next 
for them?’ Will the current and future governments ensure 
that EU staff and students can continue to work and study in 
the UK for the long run? Or will they be forced to leave? 

In recent statements from the government, they have      
confirmed in the Guardian that there will be no change for 
EU students living in the UK, as they will be able to receive 
student loans and funding, although it is unclear as to   
whether this is for the meantime or for the long term. 

This result has not only had an effect on EU students but also 
on British graduates who are worried, with an already weak 
pound this be a sign of a looming recession, and if so, this 
may result in a tougher job market for them. Whatever    
negotiations Britain has with the EU, British and EU gradu-
ates’ uncertainty about the future is still on the raise. 

Unfortunately, since the referendum result, racist crimes 
against EU nationals, has also increased, posing the question 
has this referendum painted Britain as an evil, EU hating 
country? This is evidenced by the fact that ‘hate crimes 
soared by 41% after the Brexit vote’ (Forster, 2016) against 
EU nationals and other foreigners. 

Another important question is who were the members of the 
public that wanted to leave and why?  

It was found that ‘69% of people over the age of 65’ (Clarke 
and Whitely, 2016) voted to leave in comparison to ‘85 per 
cent of students who voted in the referendum chose        
Remain’ (Ali, 2016), this was due to two big reasons:  

The first being the matter of regaining the national identity 
as many feel that whilst Britain has become a multicultural 
country, British values and identity have been lost. 

This brings us to our second reason of immigration. The   
subject of immigration has dominated this referendum and 
many believe it was the reason for the leave camp’s victory. 
The immigration statistics released by the Leave campaign 
worried a lot of over 55s, as many felt that the current     
number of immigrants coming to the UK is unsustainable for 
them and for future generations. 

Analysis of the referendum also found that there was a big 
divide between those of higher education and those with no 
education. It was found that those with higher education 
were more likely to back Remain, where as those with no  
education were likely to support Brexit.  This divide has also 
filtered into class lines, as it was mentioned in the Spectator, 
it was ‘Britain’s poor and workless who have risen up’ and 
‘said no to the EU’.  

Many of the voters who backed Brexit had an issue with    
national identity and immigration, but more so had an issue 
with feeling ignored by Westminster. They feel that the     
political class live in the Westminster bubble, this notion was 
particularly felt in the north of England and clearly evidenced 
in Laura Kuenssbergs new documentary for the BBC titled 
‘Brexit – the Battle for Britain.’ 

What are the chances of the UK staying in the EU? 

Even though several months have passed since the decision  
to leave the EU was taken, many remain campaigners are still 
clinging to the hope that Britain will still remain in the EU. 

Recently this hope was sparked by Owen Smith, a Labour MP. 
He was running to be the leader of the Labour party against 
Jeremy Corbyn, as he stated that the ‘British people were lied 
to by the leave campaign’ and therefore if he was elected     
he would force Theresa May’s government for a second  EU 
referendum or a general election. 

Mr Owen Smith lost to Jeremy Corbyn (the incumbent Labour 
Leader) but there are many MPs who share this belief, but 
can the UK still remain in the UK? 

The truth is that this is still possible, as David Allen Green in 
The Independent describes the fact that the longer the 
‘Article 50 is put off’ the chances are it may not happen at all, 
as there will always be intervening factors which could delay 
Article 50 from ever being triggered. However, could pulling 
the UK back into the EU be political suicide?  

In some cases, the answer is yes, as the MPs can ignore the 
referendum decision, but they would be ignoring 17,410,742 
people who voted to leave, as well as causing ‘a breach of 
democratic trust’ between the voters and the politicians.  

This could affect the Labour party the worst of all as a large 
number of labour supporters especially in the north voted for 
Brexit, and therefore if Labour were to campaign for the UK to 
re-join the EU, this could seriously harm their chances at the 
next general election. 

In the end, no matter how much some of us may question this 
result, it is inevitable, the UK is leaving the EU. This decision, 
has, will and is going to have an impact on all our futures, only 
time will tell, whether it was a big mistake or did we not leave 
the EU soon enough? 

 

ARTICLE 50 FACTS 
 It is one of the many articles that forms the       

Lisbon Treaty 

 The Lisbon Treaty became law in December      
2009 and base that binds countries to form        
the  European Union 

 It sets out guidelines for countries wanting           
to leave the EU 

 Triggering Article 50 is equivalent to formally    
asking to withdraw from the EU 

 Once formalised the outgoing country would  
need to arrange a ‘withdrawal agreement'          
and a framework for any future relationship     
with the EU. 
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INTERNATIONAL 
How to make the most of intercultural learning opportunities  

A strong feature of The Business School is the opportunities offered to interact and learn from students from around the 
world. This is an important chance to prepare yourself to work in a global context. 
 
Our international students have suggested the following top tip for working in multi-lingual and multi-cultural groups. 
When chatting try to choose topics of general interest i.e. not British TV programmes, areas of Britain, British music etc. 
 

 Be aware that it is sometimes hard to follow a conversation in another language. Check that everyone 
is able to keep up and or offer quick summaries. 

 Be sensitive that conversations and groups operate in different ways in different cultures. For exam-
ple, in some cultures people may expect to be invited to speak or give their opinion.  

 When making important arrangements/agreements try to provide them in written form. 

 If your group makes use of social media, make sure all members are familiar with a particular medium, 
e.g. there is no Facebook in China.  

 Be aware that not all students will have previous experience of group work in their home education 
systems. This makes it helpful to set out expectations at the beginning. 

 Break the ice because some students may not be sure how to begin or may be nervous of beginning a 
conversation in the UK. 

 Try to build relationships e.g. by inviting international students for coffee/tea etc.  

 Use the opportunities to learn about different cultures, countries and languages. Most people will be 
happy to tell you about their home lives and they don’t expect you to have previous knowledge! 

 
 
 

Finally, here are two great opportunities to 
help you get started: 
 
Take part in our Going Global Chinese language and culture 
exchange starting in January 2017! 
 
Come and join our weekly Friday discussion groups (on a 
range of current international topics). 
  
If you want to get involved in these opportunities please 
pop in to see Sue, Paivi or Jane in the LRC Annexe (BRC) or 
email   international@chi.ac.uk 

mailto:international@chi.ac.uk
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Do you hope to work in business?  

Will you need to work in a global economy? 

Are you interested in different languages and cultures?  

Would you like to brush up a language? 

Or learn a new language and its culture? 

The Going Global scheme has been running at the University for two years and offers you the opportunity to gain skills in 

intercultural communication and gives you a chance to learn a language and its culture. All of these skills can increase 

your employability in today’s global market.  

In the past two years language exchanges have included Japanese, Mandarin, Cantonese, Vietnamese, Spanish,           

Portuguese, Italian, German, French, Kiswahili, Gujarati, Polish, Taiwanese and Finnish. 

Comments from past students 

Fun! Great to meet people from other countries! Loved learning Japanese, such an interesting culture! Something a bit 

different to do on a Friday afternoon! Great way to make friends! 

When and Where? Fridays starting 27th Jan 1-2.30pm at BRC 

 
 

How to get involved?  Please email  
international@chi.ac.uk  
 

We look forward to hearing from you! 

 

Going Global team  

GOING GLOBAL 
Learn a language & its culture  

mailto:international@chi.ac.uk
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Working with Panopto 

Following on from Chairing the academic panel at the 2015 Panopto annual conference, Jennie White has been asked back this 

year, to run a workshop on: A tale of two disciplines: using video to teach practical skills and theoretical knowledge, with Dr Mar-

tin Khechara, University of Wolverhampton. Jennie will be talking about her use of ChiPlayer, the University's Panopto tool, to 

create pencasts which explain strategic marketing theory in bite sized videos. For those unfamiliar with the term pencast, it's a 

chalk and talk style approach to explaining a model or theory which is captured via video and looks like this: 

 

Jennie is also working with the SU to provide online feedback to students via video. 

Wind Farm Extravaganza 

Michel presented a paper entitled 'Strategic trade-offs and sustainable supply chains’ at the third Euroma Sustainable Operations 

and Supply Chains forum in Lancaster in April.  In this paper, Michel explores the impact of social perceptions of infrastructure 

projects and points out that operations management researchers typically do not concern themselves with social acceptability 

issues as they leave this domain of research to social scientists.  He argues that this is an oversight on the part of operations re-

searchers as it ignores the fact that social pressures can result in suboptimal supply chain designs.  This lack of interest in social 

acceptability issues is odd as it contradicts the operations management tradition of eliciting and integrating customer prefer-

ences into design activities (e.g. quality function deployment, Nigel Slack’s strategic trade-off theory).    The conclusion is that if 

we want to design truly sustainable supply chains we need to better understand and address social acceptability constraints. 

In July, Michel took part in the University ‘pop up academics’ event which took place as part of Chichester Festival.   The principle 

was to engage with members of the public that came to visit the university’s exhibition of research posters presenting the re-

search of the recipients of the RDA allowance.  Michel’s poster was based on the Lancaster paper and it generated plenty of very 

interesting chats about the social acceptability of wind farms throughout the day. 

In September, Michel presented a paper entitled ‘Offshore Wind: the Case for Sales and Operations Planning’ at the 4th World 

Operations Management Conference in Havana, Cuba.  The same presentation was delivered as part of the research forum on 

21/09 – it explores whether or not Sales and Operations Planning (SOP), the integration of planning techniques with marketing 

practices to better balance supply and demand, could help to solve the low utilisation of wind farms in the UK.  The conclusion is 

that SOP is not yet needed but will be when the percentage of electricity made from renewable energy sources increases.  
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A podcast-Most people have heard the term before but are perhaps not well versed in what a Podcast actually is. So in a     

nutshell a podcast is a digital audio or a digital video file that you can download to most devices like your phone, tablet and 

laptop.  The content of a podcast is wide ranging and there are thousands if not millions of them for you to access, from      

discussion on the state of the economy and political insights to motivational talks and even advice about gardening.  

 

The place where you download the podcast from will vary depending on your individual device but for now, lets take Apple as 

an example. If you own an Apple device there will be an App (Application) for almost everything including podcasts. Podcasts 

are a growing form of media and are being made available by The BBC, Google Play and various others providers, but my top 

tip is before downloading its good to read the reviews from the wider public. If you choose to subscribe to the channel (The 

source that is providing the podcasts) you will then receive updates when a new one is released and help keep you informed 

rather than constantly searching for content of interest.  

 

Before writing this short, I had heard of, but never really understood exactly what a podcast was. When doing some research,  

I came across some really inspiring podcasts in video format that I felt the need to share. ‘TED.com’ is a non profit organisation 

dedicated to spreading ideas through short talks from various different individuals., its certainly one you should take a look at, 

there are loads to view and I think some will be really useful to my studies. There is a podcast for almost everything, but the 

content in these aim to teach, inspire and inform. These would particularly benefit a business student but I would highly     

recommend to any audience as there is something for everyone!  

 

Yazmin Patten 

 

If you are a student or a member of staff and not sure how to get started, why not speak to the SIZ as there are sometimes 

short training sessions on podcasting or ask for help getting started.  

Podcasting 
A student’s quick guide  
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INDUCTION WEEK 
Some of the fun but educational activities in week one for all of the 
incoming first year students along with a warm welcome. 

Rick Pics - a team building exercise and developing ideas and objectives for their time 
ahead at the university. 
Lego Serious Play - reflecting on life, self and aspirations using  interactive & visual tools 
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If you are responsible for a non-for profit organisation that receives large volumes of visitors, such as a museum or a church, 
maximising income is likely to be one of your main concerns. The article that my colleague Liza Caie and I have just published 
has useful suggestions to address your financial worries, as the key messages that we found relevant for Chichester Cathedral 
do apply to any non-for profit organisation that requires financial support from their visitors. These are summarised below, 
along with links to the full article: 
 

 Generic donations appeals are likely to be noticed but are not very effective in raising income! 

 On an increasingly cashless and technology-based society, the use of mobile-based fundraising 
technology can lead to increased contributions in low-value donation situations, especially when 
associated with ‘bundled goods’ (e.g. offers for some services and activities) and the provision of 
clear information about the purpose and use of the mobile donation request. 

 Deciding the most appropriate donation fundraising approach heavily depends on the socio-
demographic characteristics of the visitors, so it pays to know who your visitors are! We found 
that age and place of residence where key characteristics to target visitors at Chichester            
Cathedral, as middle-aged, local residents, were the most generous donors. 

 But is also important to identify visitors’ motivations to make a donation, so that their ‘heart-
strings’ can be pulled to maximise the value of their donations. Successful donation campaigns 
aim to identify visitors’ intrinsic, personal meaning for making a donation and ensure this is      
appealed to during fund-raising approaches. 

 It also helps to identify and target donors with a favourable impression of your organisational   
values (e.g. people who value heritage or conservation) and with specific personality trait factors 
(i.e. low hedonism, empathy, valuing warm relations, high achievement and inner self-esteem) 
that make them likely to donate consistently and generously. 

 
If appropriate and feasible, donation service experiences should be evaluated and ‘mapped’ in order to implement Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) of high value donors. This approach requires the segmentation of donors by identifying their 
specific interests to make a donation, and then targeting those donors that are likely to make higher donations by providing a 
range of benefits aimed at rewarding their donations. 
 
Please follow the links below for more information: 
International Journal of Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Marketing (2016), pub-
lished online in Wiley Online Library (wileyonlinelibrary.com) DOI: 10.1002/
nvsm.1556: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/nvsm.1556/abstract 
 
A pre peer-review version of the article is available to download for free at 
bothhttp://eprints.chi.ac.uk and https://www.researchgate.net/profile/
Jorge_Gutic 
 
Dr. Jorge Gutic 
Senior Lecturer in Tourism Management 
Business School, University of Chichester  

End of an Era 
The era of the generic visitor donation appeal is over! 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/nvsm.1556/abstract
http://eprints.chi.ac.uk/
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jorge_Gutic
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jorge_Gutic
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It’s difficult to escape the idea of purpose-led business these days.  Why is that, and what precisely is purpose-led business 
today?  There are several key trends which are driving the mainstream arrival and acceptance of purpose-led business as an 
important solution for the future of business.  These are:- 
 

 the gradual increase in consciousness across the world 

 the changes in traditional life social models: born, grow up in a family, go to university, climb the corporate ladder; 
marry; have children; retire  

 the challenge of the legacy of climate change 

 the democratisation of information  

 a different value-system emerging in the Millennial generation (due in part to the points above) 
 
The Sustainable Brands global conference has ‘activating purpose’ as its focus theme this year.  It is generally recognised     
that activating purpose is one of the key ways to transform a business from the 20th century paradigm of stakeholder and 
shareholder driven value models to a co-creative, collaborative model of the future. This is probably the most important    
benefit of purpose. 
 
How do you activate purpose? 
 
There are lots of different tools available to a business that is interested in exploring what activating purpose can do for     
their future.  One of the tools I use are the UN Sustainable Development Goals which encompass all of the major challenges 
faced by the world today in 17 key topics.   
 
Almost every business will touch on at least one of these challenges within its sphere of operation.  Using creative workshop 
methods across stakeholder groups, such as appreciative enquiry or imagineering, organisations can give everyone whose    
life is touched by it the opportunity to express what their real concerns for the world are.  These can be deep, emotional and 
connective experiences.   
 
A company can then explore co-creatively where there is potential for purpose-led action within its future strategy for growth, 
and how its employees, customers, stakeholders and leadership can participate.    
 
Here are some great examples of organisations that have activated purpose:- 
 

 A global flooring manufacturer: has created partnerships with villages in the Philippines to collect discarded 
plastic fishing nets for re-use in its products, and shaped a village financial cooperative from the proceeds.          
Interface Global is one of the most feted companies in the purpose-led landscape. 

 Clean tech StartUp: a purpose-led business from the start which aims to support sustainable cities of the future 
through kinetic energy capture, and data processing. Pavegen Systems is one of the UK’s most successful startups. 

 Lavender producer: aligning its brand and business strategy to biodiversity loss - specifically bees.  Aligning its 
international growth with regions that have seen high levels of bee population decline (whilst still ensuring due 
diligence for adequate    financial growth) and partnering with schools on education programmes for planting and 
bee care.  

 Haulier: currently exploring the employees real concern about shifting populations and the refugee crisis in       
Europe.  Exploring a link between moving goods and moving people.   

 
Jenny Andersson 

Purposeful Business 
Why you should activate purpose inside your business today 
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Ahead of all the students arriving for the new term, Vice Chancellor Clive Behagg took a tour of Bognor Regis Town Centre    
to see what the students could expect from the town. He was guided by Town Centre Manager, Toyubur Rahman, who has 
been working to raise standards over the past couple of years.  

First stop was a look at the new public realm improvements to the High Street, London Rd, Station Rd and Station Square. 
There has been significant upgrades to the paving, street furniture, lighting and soft landscaping in these areas. The overall 
results look fantastic and have made the town centre cleaner, safer and more welcoming. This has also resulted in local   
landlords and businesses in making changes to their buildings and frontages, raising the quality further.  

Many new businesses have opened over the past two years, which has seen the vacancy rate drop from a high of 14% to 8%. 
New businesses include CEX, Sports Direct, Mountain Warehouse, Hogans Shoes, Hays Travel etc.  This also includes some 
student essentials such as Wilkinson, Poundland and Morrison’s.  

Next stop for Clive was trendy gentleman’s barbers Tonsorial Parlour. They offer a full range of men’s grooming services such 
as cut throat shave, singing and threading, however, just a quick trim, shampoo and singe for Clive this time. The results were 
amazing, making Clive look 10 years younger!!  

Feeling a bit hungry now, so a quick bite at Simply Delicious, which is a little gem. All the meals are just fabulous, Clive had the 
quiche which came with a 'simple side salad' that was anything but simple! It is reasonably priced, fresh, tasty and plentiful, 
hopefully you will not be disappointed. 

Finally Clive visited Legends and Sheiks, just to check out where all the students will going to let their hair down once they 
have done their homework!! This is a popular bar and nightclub amongst students and has undergone a major refit which is 
looking great. It provides a lively atmosphere, great music and lush drinks.  

 

Clive said “I was completely blown away by the recent changes that have been made in the town centre. 
The main shopping areas have been transformed and are so much more welcoming and fresh. Lots of 
new businesses have opened and there is a real 'buzz'. The new Digital Hub at the station is going to be a 
real asset. All credit to Toyubur, the local businesses and the local authorities for working together to 
show what determination and pride in your town can do!  And I love my new haircut!” 

 

Toyubur Rahman, Town Centre Manager said, it was great showing Clive 
around the town and all the fantastic work that has taken place over the past 
few years to raise the standards and quality of the town. Students are very 
important to the town and we look forward to welcoming them in the town 
this year.  

Toyubur Rahman , Bognor Regis Town Centre Manager  
Tel: 07467 145922 Email: t.rahman@chi.ac.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

Man About Town 
By Toyubur Rahman 

mailto:T.Rahman@chi.ac.uk
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MARKETING FORUM 
New series of student & business events  

Wednesday 28 September saw the first of this year’s Marketing Forums run for business students from the University of    
Chichester Business School. These session’s aim to allow students to hone their critical thinking skills while also being able to 
interact with local businesses who want to improve marketing to their customer relations. 
 
This session consisted of 6 businesses from the local area taking part: 
 

Kathryn Seal representing the Oxmarket Gallery 
Grover Costello of Costello Video Productions 
Susanna Barnard of Manor Courses 
Andrew Farr of Classic Collection Holidays 
Anna & Jack Sawday of Quay Quarters 
Dan Pightling of Vettura 

  
Students, in groups, listened to a short summary of the business followed by the representative from the business stating 
where they felt they could do with some guidance. This gave the opportunity for questions to be asked which lead to some 
critical thinking from both students and the business representatives. The students who attended really engaged with the  
businesses with Brandon saying “It was interesting to see how we could utilise what we’ve learnt so far with real businesses 
and their current issues. In each case the problem faced was very transferable from business to business. It could affect any 
organisation and it was a confidence boost having our ideas and opinions taken on during the session” while Markell said “It 
was a good experience, to not only gain knowledge of what companies want from marketing graduates, but to also meet other 
marketing students in the university. These forums are also a good way of putting information given in lectures into practice   
in real life situations”  
 
The businesses themselves also found the evening very useful with Dan (Vettura) saying “really useful, made me think about 
my business and some great ideas were generated” and the success of the evening was reinforced with comments from  
Grover which were “the students asked some great questions and made me think hard about my new business.”  
 
The evening was also accompanied by a talk from CIM which gave the students a valuable insight into the qualifications they 
can attain in marketing and how they can be studied alongside current modules taking place in all years. 
 
With such a successful evening taking place all eyes move forward to the next one where the students will once again go 
through several practical workshops in order to hone their skills as developing marketers.  
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Opinion: 

Tesco running low on Marmite in  
ongoing price row with Unilever 

Unilever wants to increase the price on many of its products because of the fall in the pound, a fall that is the result of the 
Brexit decision. You may well think to yourself "Tom, do I really care if they put up the price of Hellmann's?" My response is 
“no; I don't care if you do or don't.” 
 
A recent article in The Guardian newspaper reported that imports are getting more expensive as a result of the falling pound. 
This is of course pretty bad news for us as the 5th largest importer in the world, importing $663B worth of things in 2014.      
For businesses relying on imports or someone who buys lots of imported things, which you are if you drink wine, own a car, 
have a mobile phone and maybe eat a banana, it will certainly affect you, and indeed all of us in some way or another.  
 
The wider implications of this situation as suggested in the article is that companies such as Unilever, are using Brexit as a way 
to increase prices to maximise profits for their shareholders. With this came a whole host of articles, discussions and media 
coverage of empty shelves at Tesco stores, but sceptically this could have been an elaborate PR campaign, there might have 
been a lot of latitude in interpretations or was possibly a move to flex muscle and generate increase product and store sales 
amidst a panic buy? Well, it could have been.   
 
But maximising profits for shareholders will undoubtedly come hand in hand with the cutting of jobs and slashing of wages 
under the guise of “because of Brexit” when really it's “psst… we want to make more money”. This will likely bring people's 
quality of life down and maybe drag some into poverty, or even onto benefits because of a downturn or possible recession  
that may develop in the wake of Brexit.  
 
So to summarise, in the wake of Brexit the value of the pound has decreases and resulted in increased prices of imported  
products and services. But you may be thinking “Tom, you’re a Uni student and thus don’t have a clue about the real world  
and the true extent of the positive and negative effects of Brexit?” Yes, I’ll give you that, but then neither really do the experts! 
But two positives that I can think of, are that exports are cheaper because of a lower pound and that could lead to jobs         
creation (woohoo for the opportunities for us) and also increased tourism to the UK as it’s suddenly become a cheaper       
proposition especially for Americans. But ask yourself is this an acceptable trade-off for you to be worst off, the cost of living  
to increase and for the UK to have a (debatably) diminished place in the world as a result of Brexit?   
 
By Tom Thorne, Business Studies & Marketing Student 

Article link; https://

www.theguardian.com/business/2016/

oct/12/tesco-running-low-key-unilever-

brands-price-row-supplier-supermarket-

falling-pound?CMP=share_btn_fb   
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Marketing Projects 

Introducing the businesses working with students at the  
Business School  providing ‘Live’ projects 

This year we have a number of businesses keen to work with marketing students on live project. This is a perfect way for      
students to work hands on with real business issues for real businesses from the moment they start with us at the Business 
School. It’s also a great way for businesses to engage with students, not only to have some great minds working on an aspect   
of their business but also as an entry point to the University and the range of business services and solutions on offer.  

 
 
 

Toucan Beauty is no stranger to the team here at the Business School.  Ellie O’Flanagan, 
founder of Toucan Beauty has worked with our students before on a digital marketing 
plan that looked at a new market opportunity of beauty services for men.    Delighted 
with the outcome she has returned again to work with our new intake of students.      
This time to look at the  opportunities available through group buying services including 
Groupon and the development of their profile within the   wedding party sector. 
 
 

 
 

Pinks Vintage Ice Cream is an award winning business, in-part from working with our   
students previously as a part of the company’s wider work with the local community. As 
the company goes from strength to strength Georgia Alston, Director of Pinks Vintage has 
returned to work with us again, keen to provide real life challenges for our marketing 
students. She is looking to explore expansion opportunities including the option of an 
over the counter ‘scoop’ bar in West Sussex. 

 
 
 

We welcome Hi Rock Indoor Climbing Wall to the university, this is the first time they have 
worked with our students and are excited about the prospect of students tackling some of 
the issues the business faces. The climbing wall is located on Hayling Island and has been 
an important sports facility in the area, but as climbing and more specifically bouldering 
has increased in popularity in recent times with a number of new venues opening up, Hi 
Rock has seen user numbers decline. To revitalise their user numbers and look at new 
opportunities is part of the business challenge that has been outlined to our students.  

As the marketing degree goes from strength to strength this in part could only be achieved with the involvement  of businesses 
providing a live project element to the degree as well as getting involved in the Marketing Forums for student consultancy. This 
provides rich experiences for students exposing them to the realities of researching, designing and developing effective         
campaigns and strategies for real clients. 

Calling local businesses 
Have you got a marketing project that you'd like a group of students 
to work on? Then get in touch to see whether it’s suitable and find 
out what we might be able to achieve for you.   
Email: l.bunting@chi.ac.uk  
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EDITORIAL TEAM 
 

Dawn Robins  

Editor, layout & research 

news contributor 

D.Robins@chi.ac.uk  

 

Lionel Bunting 

Editor, design & contributor  
L.Bunting@chi.ac.uk 
 

 

THANKS TO: 
Staff contributors: 

Rob  Warwick, Jorge Gutic,  Stuart 

Harmer,  Jennie White, Dave Cooper,  

Michel Leseure,  Paivi Levio, Toyubur 

Rahman and Gareth Sear 

 

Student contributors: 

Tom Thorne, William  Davies, Yazmin 

Patten,  Shohum Dave 

Got a news story? 

If you would like to submit a feature 
article or news in brief story for the 
next newsletter in January then email  
a member of the team or use the 
newsdesk email  l.bunting@chi.ac.uk 

@ChiUniBiz 

@BogObserver 

@ChiUni 

@tedtalks 

@telebizclub  

 

Local & regional events  
 
 
 

 
12 November — Shoreham on Sea beach bonfire   
and fireworks 
 
17 - 19 November  — Carousel, the musical, at the 
Alexandra Theatre, Bognor Regis  
 
25 - 27 November  — Cinderella, the musical, at the 
Alexandra Theatre, Bognor Regis  
 
30 November — Enterprise Networking Evening 
meets the Marketing Forum 5-7pm, The Dome 
 
3 December — Arundel by Candlelight 
 
Christmas Markets 
Bognor Regis 29 November - 4 December  
Winchester Cathedral  18 November -  20 December 
Lille, France 18 November - 30 December 
Bruges, Belgium 25 November - 1 January 
 
Until  8 January —Fashion Cities Africa exhibition, 
Brighton Museum and Art Gallery  
  
 


